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Why do they matter?

YOUR BRAIN
YOUR EYES
YOUR HEART
Our brains process visuals 60,000 times faster than
text! And 90% of the information sent to the brain is
visual. Within nano seconds of seeing an image, you
respond with feelings.
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Why do they matter?

IMAGES
VS
TEXT
Our brains process visuals 60,000 times faster than
text! And 90% of the information sent to the brain is
visual. Within nano-seconds, you respond with
feelings.

This is a green square. A
square is a regular
quadrilateral. It has four
equal sides and four equal
angles which are 90º. Green
is the color between blue
and yellow on the spectrum
of visible light. Green is the
color of trees and foliage
and is associated with
nature and life.

PHOTOS & IMAGES

How to choose the right image for your campaign.

As activists, we are passionate about the work we do. We dedicate time to crafting the right message, finding the proper tone for our audience, and getting the message out. But all
that work may be for naught if we fail to quickly engage potential supporters for our cause. One of the best ways to instantly capture attention is through very powerful images.

QUALITY
Quality matters. Images should be clear and have an obvious focal
point and tell a story consistent with your campaign.

SUBJECT
We are biologically wired to respond to faces– particularly eyes. So if your
campaign warrants it, choose a photo that shows a human or an animal.

TONE
It’s important that you choose an image that conveys the feeling of
your campaign. Context is key.

EMOTION
If you can elicit an emotional response from the reader, chances are,
that reader will become a supporter. One of the best ways to make
people feel something is to present them with a compelling image.
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WHAT DOES
QUALITY
MEAN?
Of course quality is important, but in a world of
subjectivity, how does one define high-quality?

WHAT MAKES A HIGH QUALITY IMAGE
Let’s start with the basics.

Behavioral research shows that people are far more likely to be empathetic to a single child suffering from hunger than to thousands of children facing the same fate.
So, an image like the one on the left would perform better than the one on the right in a petition that was demanding access to healthy food for all children.

CLEAR
SINGLE
SUBJECT

WHAT MAKES A HIGH QUALITY IMAGE
Let’s start with the basics.

Photos need to be in focus and have good lighting. If a person cannot see what is going on in the photo, it’s nearly impossible for them to make an emotional connection to the subject.
Since that first impression is a great way to convert a reader into a supporter, we definitely want them to be able to see what’s going on in the photo.

GOOD
LIGHTING
IN FOCUS

WHAT MAKES A HIGH QUALITY IMAGE
Let’s start with the basics.

A good photo has good lighting, a clear focus, and a compelling subject. A great photo has all of those things plus excellent composition. Sometimes, that means cropping your image
to focus on the subject and to fit properly into a certain size. Care2’s petition images have a 2:1 ratio and should be at least 600 pixels wide and 300 pixels tall. You can use image
editing software on your computer or take advantage of free online tools like Pic Monkey or Canva.

COMPOSITION
AND
CROPPING
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LOOK INTO MY EYES
The eyes may be the window to the soul, but are they also the secret to winning your campaign?

We are biologically conditioned to look at eyes. Have you ever noticed that baby (and baby animal) eyes are big? Baby dolls are also made with large eyes? That’s because we
humans are total suckers for big eyes. Whenever possible, choose a photo where the subject’s eyes are staring right at you.

EYE KNOW
WHAT YOU’RE
LOOKING AT!
PRO TIP
Use a photo where the eyes are slightly cast towards the sign button! You can use tools like PicMonkey or Canva to flip a photo.
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Even without seeing the rest of the face, you can make a guess at what this person is feeling
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SAD
LONELY
AFRAID
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JOYFUL
HAPPY
PEACEFUL

POSITIVE
VS.
NEGATIVE
Care2’s internal testing shows that negative images can boost response rates
by 7 - 24 percent. BUT… the last thing you want to do is undermine your longterm goals for problem solving and supporter engagement.
With negative, graphic, or violent imagery, you may upset the reader so much
that they immediately turn away or shut down the page.

THREE KEY QUESTIONS TO ASK:
Does your image empower supporters?
Too much negative imagery can feed cynicism and cause people to feel
hopeless and tune out.
Does your image reinforce harmful stereotypes?
Please be sensitive to issues of race, gender, and err on the side of kindness.
Is your image consistent with imagery you’ll use in upcoming
communications?
Especially social media promotion like Facebook, Twitter, and Pinterest.

SHOULD YOU
GO NEGATIVE?

BUT HOW DOES IT MAKE YOU FEEL?
How to find the perfect image for the tone of your campaign

Eliciting an emotional response from potential supporters is vital to the success of your campaign, but that response should be a singular, specific emotion.
Before you begin your image selection process, review existing creative assets for your campaign and determine the campaign’s emotional tone. You will want to ensure that the
emotional tone of your campaign is consistent across words and images.

BUT HOW DOES IT MAKE YOU FEEL?
How to find the perfect image for the tone of your campaign

Let’s go back to that campaign about healthy food for children. We’ve written a petition with the title:

“Demand Access to Healthy Food for All Children in Sacramento County”
We can go in a number of directions for that image. Let’s explore a few of them.

A LITERAL APPROACH

A POSITIVE APPROACH

A NEGATIVE APPROACH

This looks like a great and healthy lunch. It is also a nice
looking photo, with a clear focus, good lighting, and
composition. But, is it a compelling photo for an action?

This is also referred to as an aspirational approach. The
photo is nice and clear and shows a little girl eating
healthy foods. That’s the goal of this petition.

The last photo shows a child drinking soda- which we
would all agree is not a healthy food for children. This
shows the negative side of the issue.

BUT HOW DOES IT MAKE YOU FEEL?
Choosing the right image for your petition is part art and part science.

Living creatures are far more relatable than abstract concepts. Images featuring a person or animal are also more likely to elicit an emotional response that will lead to people signing
and sharing your petition.

WHICH ONE
MOVES YOU MORE?
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BUT HOW DOES IT MAKE YOU FEEL?
Choosing the right image for your petition is part art and part science.

Let’s say we’re working on the difficult topic of teen suicide and bullying. It would be hard for making a case for using an uplifting or aspirational photo unless you’d specifically written
your petition in that manner. So, let’s look at a couple of different photos that tackle the sadness of the issue.
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PROMOTING YOUR PETITION WITH IMAGERY
Using Photos in a World of Social Media

Facebook is an increasingly important tool for promoting your petition. Their platform prefers images at 1200x630. Here are some successful petition promotion graphics.
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Pinterest is also becoming a huge traffic driver for many people. They prefer a vertical layout.

GREAT PHOTOS
HOW TO GET THEM
HOW TO TAKE THEM

CAN FREE
PHOTOS
BE GREAT?

PHOTO RESOURCES
10 Tips for Taking Great Photos with Your Phone

1. Think About Your Lighting
When you are about to take photo with your phone, make sure the light is good. Try to take your photo during the day. If you are inside, open all of the curtains or blinds and make sure your subject is well-lit. If you are outside,
make sure the subject is not too bright. Consider shooting the photo in the early morning or the early evening- during
what is known as “the golden hour”
2. Turn Off the Flash
This is related to the first tip. Flash makes everything look flat and causes red eye when you’re photographing people. Try to light your photo intentionally rather than relying on flash.
3. Consider a Tripod
A tiny tripod for your phone can come in so handy. You can pick one up for about $15, online. The tripod allows you to use the timer on your phone for self-portraits or group photos. In situations where you’re taking a photo in
lower light, it also stabilizes the phone so you can get a good photo without the blur.

4. Turn on the Rule of Thirds Grid
One of the first lessons you learn in photography class is the “Rule of Thirds”. It states that photos are most appealing and most dynamic when the subject is off center. You can easily embrace The Rule of Thirds by turning on
the grid. On iOS, you go to Settings> Photos & Camera and you’ll find the grid there. Remember, it’s a rule that can be broken to great effect, but you have to know the rules to break them well.

5. For Petitions, Shoot Horizontally
Since the aspect ratio on Care2 Petitions is roughly 2:1 you will get the best results if you shoot your photos horizontally. This also works best for Facebook shares!

6. Use a Hardwire Shutter
Did you know that you can use your headphones to trigger the camera button? This is helpful when you want to make sure your camera doesn’t move when you press the shutter button or you want to take a photo from
further away.
7. Look Around
The best photos clearly focus on the subject that means there is no noise in the background. Clear clutter from behind the subject or move to a spot that’s clean and clear.

8. Tell a Story
This may seem esoteric, but think about what you’re trying to say in your petition. Then use the photograph to further the story you’re telling.

9. Third Party Apps are Your Friend
There are many camera apps these days. Some give you the power to adjust focus and exposure, just like you would on a real camera. Other apps allow you to edit your photos after they’re shot. From sharpening, to noise
reduction, to beautiful filters, these post-production apps can take a bad photo to a good one or a good photo to great!
10. Relax, Enjoy, and Practice
This isn’t a race and you don’t have to get it right on the first shot! The best photographers take dozens of shots just to get the right one. Use your camera every day- try to capture a moment from daily life. See something
beautiful or interesting, pull out your camera, breathe, think about your shot, and click the shutter. In no time, you’ll be taking photos you love.

PHOTO RESOURCES
Free Photo Resources + Some That Are Pretty Inexpensive

FREE HIGH QUALITY STOCK PHOTOS

LOW COST & HIGH QUALITY STOCK PHOTOS

http://deathtothestockphoto.com/

http://www.twenty20.com

http://www.lifeofpix.com/

https://www.stocksy.com/

http://picography.co/

http://www.istockphoto.com

https://unsplash.com/

http://getcolorstock.com/

https://stocksnap.io/
http://www.gratisography.com/
http://www.splitshire.com/
https://picjumbo.com/
http://raumrot.com/photo-set-landing/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wocintechchat/

THANKS
FOR YOUR
JOINING US

